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In children, education is a marriage between academic structure and sensual inspiration. Playing

recruits their natural powers of imagination and reduces boredom or resistance. As an inherent

avenue to assimilate the overwhelming amount of data received daily, playing emulates the skills

they will need in the future. Indeed, creating examples of rivalry and agreement through active

participation and visualization captures the essence of playtime and capitalizes on their

interpretation of battle. American history is writ in conflict, survival, and success; and fundamental to

this history is the contribution of the Founding Fathers, who forged independence, framed the

Constitution, and paved the path to freedom. Analogous to these lessons are those of children. A

Color Picture Book on the American Founding Fathers combines the structures of learning while

simultaneously creating an interactive scenario of conflict and resolution.
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At my house, it's fun to learn things. Plus we know kids that like to learn stuff too. Sometimes we

watch history shows or documentaries, read books or go to museums or whatnot about things we're



interested or that's new to us. Though sometimes we go over stuff we already know because my

brain doesn't work as well as it used to. I was deprived of oxygen for too long and I came out of that

with a slight personality change and some memory issues. So going over things can be really

helpful for me.There's some interesting facts in here, some of which even those with no issues

didn't remember or know in the first place. At one point, the Committee of Five is referenced, but

they only show two people who aren't identified. There were a few other pictures of unidentified

people -captions are a good thing. This doesn't tell the story or stories of founding fathers, it's facts

and factoids. Sometimes the facts were out of order chronologically, I'd prefer it to provress along a

timeline. Lincoln was included once but there was only one fact and it was an odd choice if that's all

you're gonna say about the man.We're not sure why "in color" was important enough to be on the

color. The drawings of the men were in black and white and the statutes were all made of a solid

colored material making color not that big an issue. There's the eagle, a stamp and not much else

that had color. The facts pages had the U.S. colored like the American flag, which was cool, but

doesn't warrant the "in color" in the book's title. I did receive this at a free or discounted rate in

exchange for my honest review. The Kindle edition is currently free but the paperback lists at $11,

which is way too much for this book. If you found this review helpful please click yes below as I do

my best to share my experience with the book.

This is a wonderful book full of informative facts about America's founding fathers. It's very detailed,

and discusses the most important of the founding fathers, all the important documents, and the spirit

behind the American revolution. This book really holds your attention. Regardless of what you think

of the America of today, you have to admire great men like Benjamin Franklin and Thomas

Jefferson unless you have absolutely no appreciation for virtue. This book teaches that the

American Revolution was about promoting equality and liberty. The great men behind this

revolution, as well as the revolution itself, has been an inspiration to people all over the world. Their

ideas and bravery have travelled far, empowering others to promote the virtues of equality, liberty,

and bravery.If you want to learn about these great men and their lofty ideas, this is a great book for

you. I also recommend this book to parents who want their kids to be better people. Let them learn

about true heros and worthy role models in this illustrated book containing pictures of the founding

fathers, the famous documents that started the revolution, and all the interesting facts surrounding

these great men.I received this book at a discount in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

My 8 year old daughter and I think this book is really neat! We read it this afternoon, since she is on



Spring break! She's always been interested in things like this, but a lot of them aren't able to hold

her attention...here are our opinions--First and foremost, there are clear and crisp pictures, which

grabbed her attention!-there's factoids about the Declaration of Independence, and the founding

fathers-quotes,-and interesting details about said things!We liked the fact that it's "broken" up, with

pictures, facts, and stimulating information! It's not one page after another of just facts, with pictures

at the end...this is an AWESOME thing for kiddos!! The fact it had her reading it until the end (50

pages), says something!!I was offered this for a reduced price in exchange for my honest and

unbiased opinion.

This 52 page book offers a lot of great interesting facts about our founding fathers! The images in

this book related exactly to the content/interesting facts that were presented in the book. The

pictures were very colorful and did a good job at catching the readers attention! I would recommend

this book to kiddos most likely in the third or fourth grade and up. I received this product for free or

at a discounted rate in exchange for product testing and review. I am under no obligation to provide

a positive review and received no incentives or rewards for doing so. My aim is to highlight features

and drawbacks that I would want to know about as a buyer, not hype the product for the

manufacturer to increase sales. My remarks are sincere and true. I work very hard trying to write

insightful and thoughtful reviews for each item. My hope is that these reviews are helpful to others. If

it did not, please comment with how I can improve; this helps me to be a better reviewer. While it is

true that many items are received at discounted rates or complimentary, my reviews are completely

unbiased as well as honest and are my personal experiences and opinion of the product. Once

again, it is just my own opinion and experience with the product, your own opinion and experience

may vary. I received no monetary compensation and not required to give a good review.
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